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Introduced by SENATOR LEILA M. DE LIMA

AN ACT
PROHIBITING BLACK SAND MINING IN THE PHILIPPINES 

PROVIDING PENALTIES THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

EXPLANATORY NOTE

rA/rr,IJ,Blac^ sand or magnetite is defined by the Mines and Geosciences Bureau 
CMGB; as dark, often glossy mixture of sand materials which originates from the 
weathering of dark rocks situated near shore or transported from inland thru natural 
dramage mostiy deposited in beaches and river deltas. It is popularly used as an 
additive m the manufacture of concrete and steel products, magnets, paints, ink 
paper, jeweliy and cosmetics. It is a very lucrative commodity in foreign markets 
such as m China, Taiwan and Korea. On the other hand, black sand is an important 
mineral that keeps sand particles heavier and more compressed, thus serving as a 
Mtural barrier of land surfaces and fresh water deposits from seawater and ensures 
that seawater is at a level lower than land surface area.

Studies made by environmental groups in areas with black sand mining 
activities show that black sand mining operations contribute greatly to the depletion 
of tishety resources, erosion of land and severe flooding. It is even predicted that 
areas mined for magnetite or black sand could sink and be underwater within so to 
70 years as r ^ id  subsidence will highly expose said areas to flooding and seasonal 
typhoon. In Cagayan, for example, the effects are now easily seen. Houses are 
cmmblmg because the sand underneath it are getting eroded; rice fields are 
shrining and harvests are becoming less as the fields are inundated by saltwater 
Fisherfolk are reporting reduced catch. It is, therefore, believed that black sand 
mining operations contributed to the depletion of fisheries, saltwater and chemical 
intrusion into freshwater table, and worsened flooding in coastal and riverside 
community due to bank erosion. Moreover, in one of the areas affected by black sand 
mining operations showed a growing number of cases of skin and lung diseases 
attributed to the black sand mining and noted other related diseases such as severe 
eye irritation and hernia.

Sad to say, notwithstanding the alarming adverse effect of exploration and 
extraction of black sand or magnetite on the environment and human life and 
despite government efforts to curb illegal activities relative thereto, black’sand 
mining operations has been proliferating in different parts of the county. There are












